Line 45-46) Then, these subsequences are fed sequentially to the input layer of the autoencoder, respectively. Line 49) change to "… proposed to weight-average the features into their final representations.
Line 50) replace "current" by "electric" Line 50) replace "valueless information" by "non-informative information" Line 52--54) What is the softmax classifier? Maybe this could/should be explained in like one sentence + reference.
Line 54-57) Chamge to: The LOF algorithm does not require pre-labeled samples for the its learning process is not needed in this algorithm, and therefore is very which is more suitable for fault diagnosis of point machines. The reason is that the because the samples gathered in practice related to such machines typically are may in lack of labels. FurtherMeanwhile, the fault datasets integrated by the researchers may in general also lack completeness.
Line 54-57) It is not so clear to me to which missing labels is referred to in this sentence? Do you refer to labels that indicate a healthy or unhealthy state … Also the term completeness is not explained, is it? But probably you mean that not all types of possible unhealthy states occur within the dataset, right … Line 58--59) PCT: To verify the effectiveness of the proposed fault diagnosis scheme, we collected 3300 in-field current signals to be used for fault analysis by various algorithmsto conduct the experiments.
Line 60-63) Connect these two sentences to on, that is to: By aid of Using this dataset, we evaluate the prediction performance of the proposed algorithm scheme via comprehensive experiments by comparing its prediction skills with respect to existing methods, such as the feature based LOF algorithm, the stacked denoising autoencoder, the sparse denoising autoencoder, and the gated recurrent-unit-based sequence-to-sequence autoencoder. are used for comparison Line 64) change to: "... automatically capture the most effective features from the ..."
Line 66-70 Change to: For academic exchanges, we make The fault dataset, which we have termed as Cu-3300, freely available as well as the code file of the proposed scheme have been made available online at https://github.com/MichaelYin1994/SignalRepresentationAnalysis. To the best of our knowledge, Cu-3300 is the first open source dataset in the area of railway point machines and this work our fault analysis is the first one to investigate the use of autoencoders for fault diagnosis of point machines. The open code file and Cu-3300 are available online at https://github.com/MichaelY in1994/SignalRepresentationAnalysis. Line 76-77) Change to: In these systems, just a simple threshold is simply designed in order to detect abnormal behaviors, resulting in a poor performance of the detection accuracy.
Line 77-79) Change to: To improve the condition monitoring system, much a lot of efforts hasve been targeted towards made by researchers to capturing the fault patterns.
Line 80) In this work, current the electrical signals are considered to be the foremost feature to depict to study to infer the health condition of the point machine.
Line 83) Change to: … proposed a wavelet transform based feature extraction scheme by which and an high degree of accurate health prediction accuracy can was be obtainedachieved.
Line 84) Change to: By aid of With in-field current data, the authors of in [14] proposed a classification method to detect the replacement conditions. Line 86) Change to: Similarly, the support vector data description is was applied Line 92) Change to: All these researches as discussed mentioned above can be categorized as fall under the umbrella of a the classification approach, where the training process is necessary with requires pre-labeled samples.
Line 93-97) Change to: However, the lack of available labeled data necessary for the training of the models used by for anomaly detection techniques is usually a major obstacle problem to apply such models. Kim et al. [12] pioneered a diagnosis method using the dynamic time warping to manage the variation of the current signals without training steps.
Line 95-96) rephrase the part ", which enlightens us to cope with the fault detection problem in a nontraining way." Definitely remove the "which enlightens us" part as non-scientific use of language.
Line 97-98) Make Figure 1 self-explanatory by adding text to the caption: maybe just add "see the text for additional detail" here. Enlarge the numbers on the axes, what are the units of the xy-axes? What is Criteria A? Remove or explain in the caption. Line 102-103 Change to: A two-layer encoder was proposed in [21] which is was regularized on the by (?) contractive regularization and validated on artificially constructed datasets. Using the bearing dataset and the gearboxes fault datasets, [4] showed that the autoencoder yields better classification performances than the support vector machine based methods.
Line 104-106 Change to: The authors in [22] used put forward a sparse autoencoder to obtain the useful representations of different sensor signals. The obtained representations were are fed to train a deep belief network for fault classification.
Line 106-108) Change to: To address for unobservedseen working conditions, the authors ofin [23] developed a cross-domain stacked denoising autoencoder. The maximum mean discrepancy wasis calculated to achieve effective marginal distribution adaptation.
Line 108-111) Change to: Wu et al. [24] proposed a multi-level-denoising autoencoder approach. By investigating accounting for the effects of hyper-parameters, theiris approach outperformeds traditional approaches, such as the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA this abbrevation is not used in the paper so does not have to be introduced) .
Line 111) However, this effective automatic feature learning techniqueway has not been introduced in fault diagnosis of the railway point machine. Therefore in this paper, in order to adapt the inherent characteristics of the point machine, in this paper, we propose to employ the locally connected autoencoder to locally capture seize high-value any informative features. Then, a weighting strategy is designed to integrate the extracted features into useful appropriate representations.
Line 118-119) Change to: The function of the point machine is to actuate the switch rail from one stock rail to the opposite position to change the train's direction.
Line 119-120) The failure of the point machine may cause serious accidents, such as the derailment of the train with all its consequences, leading to significant personnel and property loss.
Line 120-121) The health condition of the point machine is closely related to the process of the switch operation. Thus, it is particularly useful important to monitor theis switch operation process.
Line 122-124) Rephrase this sentence, as now it seems that that you do not need any fault method at all, as you state that "The sensors that are currently widely deployed in field could directly and accurately show the conditions of the point machine" so that if we only did something small then we could directly monitor the health condition through the electrical signals ... Line 125-133) Use numbering 1 to 4 instead of the bullets, it is a sequential process so numbering makes good sense. Line 140) maybe add a reference after: "… and an output layer [reference]" Line 140-143) As a small alteration variation of the typical neural networks, the output target of the autoencoder is set to be the input data, that is And, the output should is requested to be as close to identical as possible to reconstruct the input data. Therefore, the autoencoder based method can be regarded as an unsupervised learning process since it does not require the data labelled datais not required.
Line 144 "onto" instead of "into" Line 145) Thereby hat is to say, a kind of the high-order feature representation is seized.
Line 146-147) Change to: ConverselyInversely, the decoder part consists of athe hidden layer and the output layer, which reconstructs the input current signal from the extracted features.
Line 151) Change to: "… the feature of the input signals. and Θ is defined as the set of the encoder parameters.
Line 153) Change to: Generally, the an affine function is employed in f (· ) and g (· ), that is Line 154-155) Change to: where Θ = {W, b} and Θ' = {W', b'}. and W and b are respectively the weight matrix and the bias vector of the encoder part,respectively. and W' and b' are respectively the weight matrix and the bias vector of the decoder part, respectively.
Line 155-156) Add further at the beginning of the sentence that is: Further, σf (·) and σg (· ) represent the activation functions, which are used to seize nonlinear relationships.
Line 160-161) Change to: The signal sn is equally segmented into Qn subsequences (and delete the period at the end of this line) Line 163) Change to: "… generated by sn may not be the same, since different signals typically contain consist of a different number of points.
Line 163-164) Change to: Different from the existing methods [21] [22] [23] [24] , to obtain more rich delicate feature representations, in this paper, we propose a new network structure-named as the locally connected autoencoder-to enhance the temporal characteristics by preserving the linear regularities among subsequences.
Line 164) Change to: where ⊕ represents the vector addition of vectors.
First line on page 6) change "conduct" to "create" page 5 and first half of page 6) there are really many indents, maybe it is okay, or maybe not … have a look at it. Line 176-178) Although it is inspiring maybe sometimes the average strategy is appropriate to use, often it will have the simple average strategy may have a bad influence on the final signal representations of the point machine, since different subsequences contain typically remarkably very different amounts of useful information.
Line 178-180) For example, the subsequences related to from the switch phase may contain have less useful information then the other stages, since the current signal remains at an almost constant level. To obtain more effective final feature representations, we propose a new weighting strategy as depicted shown in Figure 3 and explained here below.
Line 182) Then, we conduct create a variance dataset SVar , which can be expressed defined byas Svar = ….
Line 187) Change to: Then the final hidden representation of a certain current signal s n is calculated as Line 189) By aid of Through this analysis, it is clear one can see that the high-order representation hn is captured from sn by the locally connected autoencoder and the weighting strategy.
Line 193) Change to: "...the radius of the smallest hyper-sphere is calculated that contains the k nearest neighbors." Line 195) I advice to change the name of section four to for example: 4: Fault data analysis The current electrical signals are collected from point machines that are installed and currently being used in operation lines. We have termed this current dataset is named as Cu-3300, which contains three kinds of normal current sub-datasets related to healthy point-machines and one fault sub-dataset.
Line 197-199) Please specify here (or in a separate sentence the) what is the differences between the three datasets, I mean is the data taken from three different point machines …. or are the types of the point machine really different … Line 201) Change "signal" into "signals" Line 203) The computational experimental system environment is as follows: an Intel Core i9-9820X 3.30 GHz processor, an NVIDIA Quadro P5000 graphics card and while running Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. The integrated development environment is Anaconda 5.3.1.
Line 203) I do not think it is interesting to mention the type of graphics card. Line 203) does the autoencoder use a lot of internal memory or not? If so, you could mention the amount of internal memory available in the system. Line 206-209) In this paper, a the fault diagnosis scheme termed as Featurebased which employings the handcrafted features together with, the kernel PCA method, and the LOF algorithm is considered to be decided as the baseline method. One can We refer to our open source code for the detailed feature extraction process. To further verify the effectiveness, Further our the proposed locally connected autoencoder scheme is also compared with other some autoencoder based methods, that is compared with: Line 219) replace "investigated" by "analyzed".
Line 219-222) From "In the proposed scheme, ….." to " is used to limit the overfitting problem." should be moved to the Methodology I suppose.
Line 223 Change to: "In order To visualize the feature representations ..."
Line 231-233) One can also find that Further, for in the autoencoder based methods, the normal current signals related to healthy point-machines have a wide distribution while the abnormal signals related to defective point-machines have a more confinedhigh density, which may cause in a decline decay of the effectiveness of the outlier detection.
Line 231-233) Change the start of the sentence to: The latter is caused reason , ….. Line 231-233) Further the whole sentence has to be rewritten as to cryptic/not clear. Consider to break of the sentence in 2 sentences.
Line 237) I do not like the phrase "The learned representation" is there nothing better to change it with …?
Line 238: Chang "is set as 35" to "is set to 35" Line 238-239) rephrase the sentence: "As a common way in dealing with time series problems, an overlapped window method [34] is adopted in the experiment." as not clear, probably remove the whole "As a common way in dealing with time series problems" as an unnecessary empty statement, just mention you use the overlapped window method for a particular purpose.
Line 239-240) Don not start a sentence by a symbol, rephrase these 3 sentences (slightly) too adhoc/unclear. Line 242) Change to: Compared to the other autoencoder based methods shown in Figure 4 , the proposed locally connected autoencoder performs relatively slightly better, since the fault signal owns has (?) a more dispersed distribution.
Line 246-247) Figure 6 : Move the legend in the subfigures to the caption. Increase subfigure size by using 3x2 set-up instead of 2x3. See also comments figure 4, use (a) Mloc = Str = 20 … etc Line 249-251) "It should be noted that using the weighting strategy, intuitively, the densities of both the normal and fault signals are observed to have an increasing tendency, which may have a bad influence on the fault detection task" Rewrite this sentence: i) ) the word intuitively is out of place here I would think, 2) "the densities have a increasing tendency" densities of what? And when are they are increasing according to what? "Bad influence" is not scientific use of language maybe use "negatively effects the fault detection" Line 251-253) These lines are an introduction to the next section, which is fine/good. However, according to me the text should be rephrased slightly in order to become more clear: Maybe change to something like: However, iIn Section 4.2, it will be shown can be seen that the weighting strategy can effectively improve the detection accuracy especially for those cases when the number of the neighbor points is relatively small.
Line 252-254) The following sentence should be slightly changed as not clear, explain better what you wish to say: "It is reasonable since the aggregation effect caused by the weighting strategy is larger for the normal data than for the fault data." why? Which aggregation effect?
Line 259-260) Move Figure 7 to bottom of the page, use a 3x2 set up instead 2x3, so the figures become larger and so more clear; place the legend in the caption, so it does not have to be displaced for each subfigure; Instead of labeling the y-axis by 0.0, 0.2,0.4, 0.6, 0.,1.0, maybe it is enough to just use: 0.0, 0.5, 1.0. Figure 8 , we observe that the locally connected autoencoder with the weigthing strategy incorporated proposed scheme is observed to get performs better performance than the schemeone without the weighting strategy.
Line 278-280) Rewrite this sentence slightly so it becomes more clear what you wish to explain: "This can be understood by the fact that this strategy enhances the similarity of the normal signals, resulting in a stable performance of the fault diagnosis task. This experimental result also verifies the analysis of Figure 6 . When the value of k increases to 120, the scores are observed to be very close of the proposed scheme with or without the weighting strategy." E.g: I) this strategy enhances the similarity of the normal signals, what does that mean? ii) Change "This can be understood by the fact " to "This is due to that" iii) I do not like so much to use the word "experimental" in general in the whole paper, I would prefer to say "fault analysis" Line 280-286) Improve the text here slightly where you think is possible, be as clear but concise as possible Line 286-287) Put the Table 1 at the top of the page and Figure 8 at the bottom. In Figure 8 instead to use all the colors and symbols for the lines use: (black) solid, dashed, dotted, dashed-dotted with small black circles (to denote the applied values of k) and (black) solid, dashed, dotted with small black squares (to denote the applied values of k). I notice however that some 4 lines are almost on top of each other, maybe you could just show two of does, and maybe refer in the text that the other two settings give almost identical results.
Line 287-293) Change to: Figure 9 reports the impact of the number of hidden units on the AUC scores, whenwhere α and L are fixed set as to 0.1 and 10, respectively, while Similar to Figure 8 , Mloc and Str are set both equal to 30. Then One can notice that when for the number of hidden units equals to five5, the AUC has a very small value. This which can be explained by that athe small number of hidden layersunits indicates implies relatively lower dimensions of W, W' , b and b' , which causes the underfitting problem. When the number With the increase of the units of layers increases, the AUC scores of AUC stabilize at a relatively high valuelevel and so a high degree of accuracy is achievedcan be obtained. With the fFurther increasinge the number of the units, results in a decreasing AUC values of the decay can be found which is due to implies the problem of information redundancy and has the disadvantage of capturing accurate representations of the current signals. Rephrase this part in blue, as not clear to me.
Line 293-295) We conclude that through these performed fault analysis based on AUC scores experiment the superiority of the locally connected autoencoder over the proposed scheme is verified by comparing the baseline method and other autoencoder based methods has been verified Line 296-312) Please review and improve this part further, for Figure 9 , see my comments for Figure  8 , extend the Conclusion section slightly, and rephrase some parts to make it (even) more to the point. Do not use the word "valueless", use "non-informative" instead. Kind regards, reviewer 2.
